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Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Apply BIM to any unique project types with some strategic planning
Optimizing the integrated design and engineering plus visualization workflows
Best practices of design collaboration and coordination methods
Exploring some technologies and potential workflows for the next projects

Description
BIM is dominating the design, construction, and management of much of the vertical
construction field, and has now started to gain the attention of the hydropower industry. At
present the more advanced examples of using BIM are from other industries, however there are
a growing number of examples of BIM adoption for hydropower projects. This presentation will
demonstrate how BIM has been applied to date for hydroelectric facility design and
rehabilitation, along with the lessons learned and challenges based on recent experiences.
Examples include reality capture, parametric design, clash detection, visualization, engineering
integration, quantity schedule, 4D modeling, A360 for collaboration, BIM 360 for engineering
services in construction and adopting new technologies like virtual reality and augmented
reality. Even for the audience not coming from the hydro industry, we would like to provide an
insight to use BIM on any built environment.

Your AU Expert(s)
Joseph Chuen-huei Huang is BIM Practice Leader for North America (E&I) at MWH Global (now
part of Stantec), a licensed architect with 20 years of professional experience in the AEC
industry with a focus on BIM implementation and digital design integration. He has served as
the BIM Manager for numerous large-scale projects including the Panama Canal Third Set of
Locks. He has a broad range of experience from vertical construction to infrastructure, and has
successfully integrated BIM into design and construction phases. Besides that, he is the author
of Participatory Design for Prefab House: Using Internet and Query Approach of Customizing
Prefabricated Houses, and presents BIM-related topics regularly to universities and global
industry groups at international conferences like AU, SAME, ACADIA, eCAADe, and CADDRIA.
He has a PhD degree in Architecture from Illinois Institute of Technology and a Master’s Degree
in Architecture from the University of Oregon.
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Raghavendra Bhat is BIM Leader (Pune) at MWH Global (now part of Stantec) providing
Integrated Project Delivery expertise utilizing Autodesk software. He has over 11 years of
professional experience working in the AEC industry on a wide variety of international as well as
local projects. He has also mentored, trained, developed standards & guidelines and project
templates/Standard templates. His role in MWH covers developing Revit Standards for the
organization, global integration of projects in line with client’s expectations and BIM
protocols. Coordinate with a global team to support the MWH Global BIM design group
including developing communications, comparing methods, and collaborating towards common
growth and integration of BIM globally.
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BIM Integrated Design for Hydropower
This lecture class will begin with “hydropower for dummies” introduction. Hydropower is a
unique business and construction type which adopting BIM slowly and lately. MWH gained
some experience from Panama Canal Third Set of Locks by using Revit and other applications
for a large-scale, heavy civil and non-typical vertical construction work. We would like to share
our lessons learned, strategies, and some tips & tricks to the audience to think outside (inside)
of the box.

BIM Integrated Project Delivery
Most successful projects start with a well-thought strategic planning. The diagram below
highlights the BIM usages and offering options during the different project delivery stages and
lifecycle. It is important to communicate with all decision makers internally and externally with
the same expectation even though the “BIM” acronym is not addressed on the contract.
Nowadays, we do BIM as business as usual to a certain degree depending on the project,
regardless if this is a contractual requirement or not.

OVERVIEW OF BIM INTEGRATED PROJECT DELIVERY

BIM Integration Map
The beauty of BIM is not only about 3D geometry but also about the information contained along
with the models. Every software application has its own strength to perform some specific
tasks, and most of the time we use more than one during a project delivery phase. An efficient
workflow with resolved interoperability issue is the key to success. The diagram below
illustrates an example of BIM integration map during the typical design phase of a hydropower
project. It helps IT people to prepare all the software deployments and plug-ins before the
project starts. In addition, it defines the specific output formats to translate the model from A to
B platform with a purpose (i.e. CFD analysis or visualization).
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BIM INTEGRATION MAP, DESIGN PHASE

Site Information Modeling
Data gathering is an important step after the BIM planning/ BIM Execution Plan drafting. Most
hydropower project site locations are in the remote area. We need to build a digital model to
study the site and simulate our design virtually. We use Autodesk InfraWorks 360 as a
collaboration platform to host our alternative design models for analysis and communication.
Autodesk InfraWorks has the capability to incorporate GIS data for planning and feasibility study
during the early phase of design. It integrates traditional silo’ed data into a visually oriented,
easy-to-use 3D intelligent site model to improve project visualization and enable broader
decision making. InfraWorks also allows us to publish the model to the cloud for design
collaboration and it can be viewed from a web browser and mobile device. With embedded
hyperlinks in any design elements, we can connect and view the detailed design models and
drawings, which stored in a different data management system like SharePoint, A360, or private
cloud server.

Workflow #1: InfraWorks Model Builder + GIS
•
•
•

Use InfraWorks Model Builder to quickly generate the project site model with most
information like ground imagery and 3D terrain.
Configure the Raster type data source Ground Imagery from the Bing Maps from default
Tile Level “17 @ ground resolution of 1.943 m/pxl” to “19 @ ground resolution of 0.2986
m/pxl” if needed.
Import GIS shape files for data visualization (i.e. flooding management)

•

Under “Settings and Utilities”
> Application Options
> Model Generation, we can
adjust the Building Façade Detail with Low (no texture), Medium and High options.

•

More 3D Graphics settings under Application Options
, which we can optimize for
graphics quality versus speed.
We can create design options and save views for the easy navigation in front of the
audience.
We can create storyboard (animation videos) and export out as .AVI or .WMV as well as
snapshot images like .JPG, .PNG, or .TIF.

•
•
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CITY SCALE MODEL WITH GIS LAYERS

Workflow #2: InfraWorks + FormIt + Revit
•

•
•
•

If we already have Revit models created, we can import RVT files directly (required
Navisworks pre-installed or use A360 cloud conversion – slightly slower); Since Revit
and InfraWorks do not have the same shared coordinates system, most of the time we
use the “Interactive Placing” to drop the model first and adjust the location.
We can also use FormIt to quickly create any design sketch models and any
“background buildings” on the site which InfraWorks does not provide the right geometry.
Convert FormIt 360 Sketch models (.axm) to Revit (.rvt), and then import it in
InfraWorks.
FormIt 360 can also save as .OBJ file format, which can be imported directly in
InfraWorks under 3D Model type category.

USING FORMIT FOR A QUICK SKETCH MODEL

Workflow #3: InfraWorks + Project Boulder (Hydronia RiverFlow2D)
•

Project Boulder for InfraWorks 360 was a free limited technology preview that matches
the simplicity of two-dimensional (2D) flood simulations together with the immersive
3D models of InfraWorks 360. As a collaborative effort between Autodesk and Hydronia,
InfraWorks 360 users have the ability to simulate, visualize, and animate 2D flood events
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•

directly in the Autodesk InfraWorks 360 model environment while utilizing the
Hydronia RiverFlow2D computation model.
The technology preview for Project Boulder for InfraWorks 360 has ended in 2016 and
Flood Simulation capabilities has been graduated to InfraWorks 360 v2017.2.
InfraWorks 360 only supports flood simulation for users who have purchased a license to
the third-party RiverFlow2D plugin offered by Hydronia, LLC.
http://www.hydronia.com/riverflow2d-for/

FLOOD SIMULATION

Workflow #4: InfraWorks + Point Cloud (Points to Models)
•
•

InfraWorks 360 v2017.2
Converting the reality capture (point cloud) data into 3D models like terrain, trees, traffic
lights, site furniture, etc.

POINT CLOUD MODELING

Workflow #5: InfraWorks + Civil 3D
•
•

Since Civil 3D 2016 version, we can open (insert) InfraWorks 360 .sqlite native file
format directly with some configuration exchange settings.
To open InfraWorks 360 model data in AutoCAD Civil 3D:
https://knowledge.autodesk.com/support/infraworks-360/learn-
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•

explore/caas/CloudHelp/cloudhelp/2016/ENU/InfraWorks-UserHelp/files/GUIDCA5B78BB-9D36-4F52-A840-41D4BBA09C87-htm.html
To add AutoCAD Civil 3D data (export as .IMX from Civil 3D) to an InfraWorks 360
Model: https://knowledge.autodesk.com/support/infraworks-360/learnexplore/caas/CloudHelp/cloudhelp/2016/ENU/InfraWorks-UserHelp/files/GUID46E7A046-B7F2-4F45-BAAF-220646B3C1F6-htm.html

OPEN INFRAWORKS 360 MODEL DIRECTLY IN CIVIL 3D

Workflow #6: InfraWorks + A360
•
•
•
•
•

In InfraWorks, we need to create the Scenarios in order to publish to the InfraWorks 360
Web.
From InfraWorks 360 Web browser view (Google Chrome) and/or the mobile app (iPad),
we can see all the views saved in InfraWorks as panorama views and 3D model
lightweight navigation views.
Points of Interest (POIs) are a great way to provide more information like text, images,
and hyperlinks like embedded YouTube videos for example.
All the HTML Tooltips in InfraWorks 360 can be the POIs in InfraWorks 360 Web.
By embedding the HTML of A360, we can cross-reference project information and build
a rich “Site Information Model” on the cloud.

INFRAWORKS 360 POINT OF INTEREST + HTML TOOLTIPS + A360
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Facility Information Modeling
Since the wet infrastructure is not only about the buildings (vertical construction), let’s use the
term “Facility Information Modeling” instead of “Building Information Modeling” to expand the
spectrum to include dams, spillways and water gates.

Tip #1: Revit Parts for Lift Modeling and Second Stage Concrete
•

•

By using Revit Parts, we can slice a Revit model easily with a sketch line by a reference
plane in both horizontal and vertical directions. It represents the construction joints lines
with the division profile options provided. We use it to produce the lift model/drawing as
the concrete pouring sequence. In addition, we use it to define the second stage
concrete because most of the time we do not know the size of the turbine until engineers
finish some analysis during the middle of the design process.
Revit Parts was not available until 2013 version and became more matured in 2014
version. We learned the hard way from Panama Canal Expansion project by creating
“3D Legos” custom families to show the different types and stages of concrete with the
construction joints.

USING REVIT PARTS TO SPLIT THE MODEL AFTER

Tip #2: Displace Elements
•

Displace feature in Revit allows us to create a custom view that pulls apart the model,
and show graphically how everything fits together. It is very much like one of those
exploded 3D views we often see in assembly instructions for IKEA furniture, or for some
other product that we have to put together by ourselves. Displace offers a way to give a
very clear presentation to some parts of our Revit projects.
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DISPLACEMENT VIEW BY REVIT

Tip #3: Dynamo is your new friend in Revit
•

We can always explore some options with Dynamo if Revit out of the box cannot do it.

USING DYNAMO TO GENERATE 3D REBAR IN REVIT WEIRD SHAPES

Tip #4: Upgrade your model from LOD300 to LOD350 by Revit 2017
•

•
•

Refer to LOD Specifications by BIM Forum (committee includes AIA, AGC, NISD),
LOD350 includes actual assembling elements for procurement and trade coordination
purposes (i.e. structural steel connection and MEP hangers/supports for pipes, HVAC
ducts, cable trays, etc.)
In Revit 2017 Structural tab, we can easily add the steel gusset plates by Structural
Connection tool.
In Revit 2017 Systems tab, we can easily add the hangers by Fabrication Part.
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REVIT 2017 FABRICATION PART FOR HANGERS

Tip #5: Use Inventor for Gate Design Modeling and Engineering
•
•
•

Inventor to achieve LOD400 fabrication level modeling
Workflow with ANSYS analysis software via .SAT file format
Workflow with Autodesk Simulation Mechanical – direct plugin

AUTODESK INVENTOR FOR GATE DESIGN & ENGINEERING
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Design Validation
Design validation is an important step in the design engineering process. Typically, we use our
experience and project program requirements to sketch a design layout but require engineering
analysis to prove the concept and hypothesis. The analysis may consist finite element analysis
(FEA) and computing fluid dynamic (CFD). In the past, the engineers created another analysis
model starting from scratch. When the production drawings (or models) changed, sometimes
the analysis model was not updated accordingly. In the BIM world, we use the same model for
design, analysis, visualization and drawing generation. The solutions below highlight the
integrated engineering analysis workflow with BIM and visualization via cloud computing power.

Solution #1: Engineering Analysis Integration
•
•
•
•
•

Revit to Flow3D (CFD): From Revit saved view; export out as .STL (watertight format) to
Flow3D.
Revit to Abaqus: From Revit saved view; export out as .SAT (solid format) to Abaqus.
Revit to SAP 2000: CSI plugin
Revit to ETABS: CSI plugin
Revit to Robot Structural Analysis: direct plugin

REVIT TO FLOW3D

Solution #2: 3D Visual Check by Cardboard VR + 360 Rendering
•
•

Revit Autodesk 360 Cloud Rendering is the most efficient way for quality rendering
without occupying our PC during the processing time.
Once the rendering task is finished, we can easily convert it for solar study, illuminance
analysis, daylighting study, panorama viewing and cardboard VR mode.

AUTODESK 360 RENDERING
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Collaboration and Coordination
Coordination and collaboration are similar terms but still play the different roles. We use the
model authoring tools like Civil 3D, Revit and Inventor to create a discipline-specific model and
link to each other. That is “collaboration”. Then, we use Navisworks to run the clash detection
and add the construction schedule for 4D modeling. That is “coordination”. It sounds easy
internally but sometimes the communication and information drop when mixing with the external
consultants, subs, contractor, and the owner. We leverage the cloud collaboration options like
A360, BIM 360 Glue, Field, and Docs to provide a seamless project delivery from design,
construction to the operation and maintenance.

Option #1: Navisworks Clash Detection
•
•
•
•
•
•

Avoiding clash is more important than finding the clash.
Identifying the issues is more critical than resolving the clash items.
SwitchBack between Navisworks and Revit
Exporting out: HTML Viewpoint Report and Clash Report
Exporting out: XML Saved Viewpoints
Compare 2 versions of the model

NAVISWORKS MODEL REVIEW WORKFLOW

Option #2: A360 (model review during design & construction)
•
•
•

A free model viewer for many different file formats.
Markup with comments and email to the people who should be aware.
Section cuts
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•
•

Model walk through
Explode view

A360

Option #3: BIM 360 Glue & Navisworks
•
•
•

Start the collaboration federated models from BIM 360 Glue and open in Navisworks
Shared View
Sync to the cloud

SHARED VIEWS BETWEEN BIM 360 GLUE & NAVISWORKS

Option #4: BIM 360 Glue & Field
•
•
•
•

BIM 360 Glue: Share Equipment Sets to Field
BIM 360 Field: Add a model from BIM 360 Glue
BIM 360 Field: Mapping Properties (associate the Glue model properties with the Field
equipment properties)
BIM 360 Glue: Sync back the equipment data, installation status, commissioning
information from the Field
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SYNC BETWEEN BIM 360 GLUE & FIELD

Applying Advanced Technologies
Reviewing the human history of design technology, we evolved from 2D hand drafting, 2D CAD
drawings to 3D parametric information modeling (BIM). Along with the continuing improvement
of many BIM platforms, there are a couple advanced technologies like Reality Capture,
Augmented Reality, Virtual Reality, and Mixed Reality really affecting our design and
construction process as a new alternative solution.

Technology #1: Augmented Reality
•
•
•

Augmented reality (AR) is a live direct or indirect view of a physical, real-world
environment whose elements are augmented (or supplemented) by computer-generated
sensory input such as sound, video, graphics or GPS data.
Examples: InfraWorks 360 iPad App, AR-Media with QR code and logo scanning,
Google Project Tango, Pokémon Go 
https://knowledge.autodesk.com/support/infraworks-360/gettingstarted/caas/CloudHelp/cloudhelp/ENU/InfraWorks-MobileApp/files/GUID-98459B253543-4335-AD72-A51C3250F2AB-htm.html

AUGMENTED REALITY EXAMPLES

Technology #2: Virtual Reality
•

Virtual reality VR), also known as immersive multimedia or computer-simulated reality, is
a computer technology that replicates an environment, real or imagined, and simulates a
user's physical presence and environment to allow for user interaction. Most up-to-date
virtual realities are displayed either on a computer monitor or with a virtual reality
headset (also called head-mounted display), and some simulations include additional
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•
•
•

sensory information and focus on real sound through speakers or headphones targeted
towards VR users. Some advanced haptic systems now include tactile information,
generally known as force feedback in medical, gaming and military applications.
Example: Software – Autodesk Live, Stingray, Fuzor, Revizto, etc.; Hardware – Oculus
Rift, HTC Vive, Samsung Gear VR.
It can be a good supplement for clash detection especially when checking the clearance
with a user’s perspective.
A great opportunity for the owner is to train people during the operation and
maintenance phase to familiarize them with all the basics before involving anything that
would be dangerous in a simulated virtual facility.

VIRTUAL REALITY EXAMPLE

Technology #3: Mixed Reality
•

•
•

•

•

Mixed reality (MR), sometimes referred to as hybrid reality, is the merging of real and
virtual worlds to produce new environments and visualizations where physical and digital
objects co-exist and interact in real time. Mixed reality takes place not only in the
physical world or in the virtual world, but is a mix of reality and virtual reality,
encompassing both augmented reality and augmented virtuality.
Example: Microsoft HoloLens, potentials like design communication with a full-scale
digital markup, job site punch list coordination, RFI filing.
Unlike Oculus Rift (Virtual Reality) and Google Glass (Augmented Reality), HoloLens is
combining the virtual world and real world, which enhanced with holograms. The user
can see the real world like a laptop’s screen and the surrounding space while navigating
digital model/scene in front of any defined location during the same time.
Imagine taking your HoloLens to the job site and connecting to a wireless cloud service,
you can scan the space with your BIM model overlay. Moreover, you can actually place
a new equipment into the real environment from a catalogue of holograms/objects, then
connecting them in-situ with pipework, valves and instrumentation.
MWH UK Team has done some amazing development so far to explore various
potentials to our daily practice. Some remarkable achievements include bringing nongraphical data from external databases into the graphical interface for asset
management (images on next page).
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3D MODEL OVERLAY WITH A SCAN ENVIRONMENT BY HOLOLENS

PLACING ELEMENTS BY DRAG & DROP IN A SCAN ENVIRONMENT

ASSET MANAGEMENT WITH VOICE COMMANDS BY HOLOLENS
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